Instruction manual - Max & Moritz
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You have decided on a high-quality product by Kornkraft.
A wheat storage container that displays what it’s made of at first sight.
These have been carefully manufactured by artisanal craftsmanship.
If you treat it well, it will thank you.

Usage
For the removal of the wheat you can use a grain shovel or a scoop.
You can fill up the wheat directly into the hopper of the mill as well.
Please take care that the cover is always correctly inserted and closed
after the opening, so Max (Moritz) can store the wheat safely.
Cleaning and care
At the inside Max (Moritz) is treated with an insect and moth
repellent AURO oil furniture polish and at the outside with a beeswax
balm. This surface treatment
is optimally suited to storage grains as the wood remains breathable.
Normally cleaning in interior and exterior is not necessary.
If soiling occurs you can clean it by rubbing it lightly with a damp
cloth.
In no case the wood should get in touch with running water.

Very stubborn soiling can be vanished by rubbing with a balsam thinner.
However the surface should be given a new treatment then:
For details about the procedure please check the corresponding product
Information by AURO.
A new treatment of the inside space with the AURO oil furniture polish
may be wise after a certain length of time to refresh the insect repellent
effect.
Leave the grain storage container open to stand for a few days to
evaporate, Before filling it with grains again.
Therefore you can be sure that the wheat keeps its pure taste.
Don’t keep the Max (Moritz) in a place extremely dry ( over a heater) or a
place too wet ( water vapor – above a cooking zone) to avoid the warping
of the wood.

Garantie
10 Years from the date of sale in case of material or manufacturing faults.
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Please keep the receipt for the warranty!
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